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00:00:01 - 00:05:02

As latter day saint leaders. We face very difficult conversations. The put us at risk of saying the wrong

thing that can do more harm than good. Many of these conversations relate to lgbtq latter-day saints.

Have you had a philo ward member. Come out to you about. Lgbt identity. Have you had lgbt neighbors.

And you just don't know what to say to them so you ignore them instead. Have you wrestled with

balancing love for your fellow man while still respecting the doctrines of the restored gospel. In order to

help leading saints has put together the lgbt saints library with more than twenty presentations featuring

individuals who have unique perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of the most popular

sessions are available now to watch simply text. The word lead to four seven. Four seven four seven to

start watching now or visit leading saints dot org slash. Lgbt leading saints is a nonprofit organization

dedicated to helping latter-day saints be better prepared to lead. And we'll do that through various ways

including this very podcast that you're listening to. I hope you subscribe. Maybe leave this review. While

you're at it and i think you'll enjoy the content. You find on this podcast and then jump on over to

leading saints dot org and you'll find thousands of articles dedicated to leadership context says it relates

to Being a latter day saint we have virtual summits that we've done tricks out on social media and also a

weekly newsletter that goes out that has unique content. You won't find anywhere else so a jump into

the leading saints world. We're glad to have yet to today. I'm connecting through powers of the internet

with a bridget heller. Our uber jet. And now you are in sunny. Arizona recording this in june the end of

june. So it's hot there Todd it's melt the cran on the car seat taught as you speak from experience as

much experience. Yeah that's awesome. That's awesome so an you born and raised in arizona. Actually

no my dad was air force so all over the western united states. I went to high school. Montana so i kinda

claimed that as home ho cool. That's great and we connected instagram. Doing through my by a history

here of the instagram messages. I've received and i don't know if you reach me about the the interview i



did. About called is aspiring wrong. It was at your first leading saints exposure. It was nice nice and you

felt inclined to reach out to me then. Because i was digging digging what you were talking about and as

someone who has been in many leadership positions in and out of church. It just struck a chord with me.

That's awesome glittery. Shout Floated the tables on you and said. Hey what What leadership callings

have you had in here. We are today. Talk about your time as relief society president. This was a few a few

years ago that you served but you're a young released presence that right. Yeah i was thirty years. Old

family ward actually just lost my sister. She had passed away three months before. I got the calling so in a

very interesting time of life trite still morning in grieving that loss and big big ward that we had one

hundred and eighty kids in that. It was just crazy. Big family work so it was a good time. I was very young.

Learned a lot. And what do you remember from the the story of being asked to serve as their story

behind that or is a pretty typical. No is really interesting. I knew i was going to be asked. You know The

lord prepares the a when you need it. He knows what you need when you need it. And i definitely

needed and i can't i would be at church and i would think who i calls a counselor and kept looking at my

husband. And he's a stop that but are you doing them. Like i don't know. I just keep thinking who would i

have as counselors. What does this word need. I remember one really really intense night. Watching a

situation happen after a release society activity and just being devastated by these two women that

were really upset with each other. I went home. And i cried and i thought why do i have all these

overwhelming emotions about the women here. This is kind of ridiculous and the bishop came a week

later in. He said pretending to talk to you. And your husband. And i looked at my husband. He's as judo.

No that's what it is you don't know but of course it was. He called me to be released. A president and it

was just the weirdest thing because we had just gotten her relief society president but she ended up

moving last minute after only being four or five months so it was very unexpected in the going to that

aspiring episode You know are certain to this cultural feeling that yeah fi if i even play with the idea that

i'm the next whatever the And asking yourself what are what are the things of this world needs even if

you aren't called like that's still like a healthy exercise because every member of the church can can

contemplate about.

00:05:02 - 00:10:00

What does this word need and regards the position. I could probably help in some way right one

hundred percent and so you were called to end anything you remember about. Just transitioning calling

the found difficult or may be a way you went about. It was a more helpful. It was okay. It's like trying to

take all the memories. Put him in this beautiful thing to wish the so many things. I was young brian. I was

young and ahead young kids and this was a very established ward wonderful human beings of course

and some of the ladies got together and had a lunch as they often did and one of them was she said how

can she possibly help us. She's just a cheerleader to just a cheerleader. She doesn't know what she's

doing to help us. You know somebody was very helpful. Advice should know about that conversation. So

i remember being devastated in thinking. I know i'm weak. I know i'm young. I know that i don't know

what i'm doing. But i also knew that the lord had very much called me right. Because i'd had all these

experiences the bishop of had his own experiences and it was getting all these thoughts and personal

revelation for me constantly. I new i was whereas supposed to be and so one sunday i stood up. We were

talking about ironic judgment and what that look like and you know all these different principals around

love and kindness and forgiveness. And i remember bearing might testimony at the end of it and looking



at the ladies and saying i might be just a cheerleader. I might be just a cheerleader. But i will cheer for

you through your hard staff through the loss of a loved one. I will share you through your kids leaving

you. I will cheer you through your sickness. I will share you all of it in here for you. I will chair frio. And i

remember the look on the lady's face thinking i can do this. That was scary as heck. But i can do this

because i love them so much. You know y- it was hard and it was not an easy transition. Did you find over

time these sort of win the hearts of similarly those that were confused by by your call. I sure at. Because

i was willing to seek real. And i think that is missing in a lot of leaders. Is that authenticity. What people

need to know is that you lost them that you are there for them. They will support them. People don't

need a counselor and you're not most of us aren't counselors nor do we have the education behind it

right. People don't need someone to fix all their things. They have to fix their marriage. They have to fix

the things happening in their house but they do need someone to love them and to teach the gospel and

when you look at the leadership even if you go to the handbook that's what it really talks about is being

like christ loving light christ and teaching the doctrine he the doctrine. In fact i even printed up and put it

on the thirty one. Five alice talking about the people and he says maybe says that they should try the

virtue of the word of god and i like kinda laughing because i think that's how we do it in georgia law is we

try treats and we try handouts and we try fun activities and then last. We're like oh. Maybe i will try the

word of god and see if that helps people and so people did turn around and embrace me but every single

person i talk to now from that time says it's because i love them because i talked about the gospel. I

taught the principles of that was the heart of it. It's like being authentic if you're coaching another relief

cited president about how to be authentic in that role. Where would you start to help them understand

how to do that wink ring. You're struggling. you have to let people know you're struggling and delegate

you have counselors for a reason especially the relief society you know. i've just countered. You have

ministering sisters activities and you have all these people that have it's beautiful organization and you

have a let go of more to have more but the biggest thing is i remember walking through costco. I was

having some hard personal family stuff. At the time in the relief society and relief society with all

encompassing in all surrounding my every part of my life. And i remember. I was like i just need a

moment to process life and i started crying in cosco and as soon as i walked around the corner of course

there were two younger sisters from the war. Hey are you okay. I can't even cry in cosco san jose hard.

I'm okay the oak lake. I always say your life is hard. It's okay a lot of times. I would say i'm struggling with

this or i'm struggling with that can you. Do i really allowed me. Counselors be counselors and they didn't

view the gospel as a burden for them but as a wave that they could grow and learning. Come to christ in

the week grow and learn together. And i think that if i was counseling a relief society president would say

let them into your heart sometimes they.

00:10:00 - 00:15:02

This is hard sometimes they. I don't know the answer because you don't have to know every answer. It

doesn't have to be easy. That doesn't make you actually relatable to the sisters or to the brethren it

makes. You approachable untouchable. So you said a phrase. I wanna go back and explore the creek

rocking but let go of more to have more haunting me by that. I think when we try to hold it all we can't

we. Can't we try and ministered every sister ourselves when we try and oversee every activity when we

try and be the mouthpiece and the one that serving every time someone's in the hospital every time

someone sick every time right. We can't do that all aware ourselves out completely completely and it



doesn't matter who you are at it's like the old were wisdom can't run faster than you should read

because then you just don't you just run out of energy but when you let go of that when you allow other

people to sir than they step into it they feel the love of christ there's other connections made in the ward

and the sisters and you you feel that it comes back to tenfold and i'm a doer like i'm a doer. So i went

alert project do okay and french but i am a really hard time letting go so when i say let go to have more. I

know how hard it is to let go. I will try and keep it every time. Just because i think i should do it. Because

that's what he asked a lot of times what he's asking is. This is what i need done. Now ask me who you

want to do it. Because i'll show you mine. Miracles my work. I'll show you if you'll let me in the context of

like more to have more because not only. Do you get more deeper richer experiences but those around

you do as well right me. I gotta shares favorite quote as the my favorite quote of the month. All right. this

is from On my walls. I look good. Minds have quotes on their walls. Right and that's what anyways is

from. Anne morrow lindbergh says my life cannot implement in action demands of all the people who

my heart response. And it's so easy to sort of get on you know in this frame of mind is a leader like oh

you need a delegate more right you're doing too much. There's too much on your plate but as a relief

site president as bishop as a church leader. Sometimes it's like how. Can i let this go like these. People are

suffering. I want to help them. And i get that others can help them. But how can i just give it away. Like

'cause it it's part of this Your heart just aches for these individuals. You lied so it is harder to get a win. I

think that creates a better dialogue of more empathetic perspective of leadership. Especially those don't

delegate as much as men are aches for these people hard to delegate at times but again going back to

your perspective that when you let go of more like other other people gain more you gain more and it's

beautiful but that process can be more difficult than the just saying it right and i think it always goes

down back to the lord help valet belief that is probably if i had something stamped on my head and my

heart it would be helped down my mba because again. I'm a doer. So this process of letting go is really

really hard. And so a lot of times. When i would need to let go. It was kind of that. Same concept okay

lord and letting this go help needs see. The miracle helped me see why it matters helped me see how it

comes back and then it would one hundred percent of the time comeback more and whether it was

because someone learned or a connection was made the i never could have made it. I had showed up. it

was always more. Yeah that's awesome love. That principle are in in. That wasn't even one of the three

that you sent me here that i requested but You know we'll we'll stumble over leadership principles as go

here. But as i do with a leading. They're trying as i do the how. I lead interviews. I requested these semi a

handful of principals. That may be. You felt a strengthen your leadership helped you as you as you lead

and let's go through some of those. The first one is around the concept of of empathy in being more

empathetic leader. And this is like again. Another one of those things easier said than done. But i mean

how would you coach individual through empathy or being more empathetic. Or what can we learn

about. Empty would help us. Lead lighter the biggest thing with empathy and have coach attentive

people through this inside and outside of the church. I always have this beautiful privilege of being

number two in organizations. They usually start out as the secretary in the of number two. It's like one of

those things that just happens again and again but it's because i'm able to people through this and they

need it. Successful leaders need empathy. And it doesn't matter the churchouse either church. A

successful leader is full of empathy. Or at least they're seeking empathy all the time and the main way

that i coach through is just say what else could be. What other way could we look at this. How else could

we consider this person just from roman not saying it is right because we come with these preconceived

notions especially in the church.



00:15:02 - 00:20:08

Because there's always the one family or the four families that ask things again and again and again right

and so it's what else could we consider with his family. How else could we help them. What else could

we consider as far as their emotional health or their physical health. I think just considering the

possibilities as i considering the possibilities just doing the opening of your heart to that allows the lord

to come in and show you his way and a lot of times. We don't even get to that point as leaders because

we're not empathetic. We're just trying to do. Do do back to that doing. We're just trying to get things

done. And so we haven't opened our heart actually to what does he want. And when we consider the

possibilities and sit back with it it allows the spirit to jump in there and be like consider this or let me tell

you this you might not have known or maybe it could be and then it just opens a pathway for different

discussions. Different plans different. You know maybe we can help a family be self sufficient instead of

just serving them again and again and again and wearing everyone else. How could we do that. What

would that look like it. Just to consider the possibilities and i had an experience even a few weeks ago

where it came up a war council discussion that it happened over the years and this one sweet friend she

said. I hope it wasn't a positive discussion. She says. I hope when i went through my darkest times that

they never judged me like that and it really struck my heart because we think as leaders we have the

right to make calls in people's lives and we still don't we still we get to help them and love them on their

journey. But we don't get to decide their life. We don't get to decide what this trial equals for them.

That's god's and so opening up our heart and considering the possibilities can help that leave and if

you've ever been awkward moment where like this feels weird is probably judgment was there. Versus

empathy in my mind goes to so many things. Just what you talked about. This skill of entity really is a skill

and it takes some practice. So you have to recognize those moments where it's like. I can sort of feel

some frustration with this family. I'm working with and they keep coming back and that's causing me to

make judgment. I'm going to step outside of the context of the situation for a minute. And see if i can

gain some deeper empathy and say what are not considering about this person right like maybe they're

going through something that i'm not aware of or you know in that just that process. That exercise really

opens up your mind to to more of an empathetic posture in that relationship. linked to in the show notes

here but there is this great video that is from a speech by bernie brown abor loves bernie brown reading

cheese miss empathy and if he all linked to but it has a Portrays a bear and a goat in the difference

between empathy and sympathy. And how sometimes we are this sort of talking down to people saying

no no. You're doing it wrong. You know if you just did. A b and c. You ask these problems you deal with.

So let me help you do a b and c rather than just like sitting with them in the pain sitting them in in a trial

in that dark moment because at the end of the day. You aren't gonna fix it. Only the great healer. Jesus

christ can fix it and are sitting that so i love that that focus on empathy. Anything else around the topic of

empathy. That would be worth mentioning. Why just think falling apart. You said years ago i was sitting in

a mindset. Ask the first one ever took in the one that altered my whole path and she gave this example

of lawn dying in the neighbor coming over and offering all of these tips as to how to fix the lawn and she

was trying to explain empathy. And she said you know. You're sitting here staring at your lawn. Your

heartbroken just. It's just not working no matter what you've tried and you've tried to fertilizer. You've

tried the sprinklers. You've tried different timings and your neighbors like well. Have you considered this

one thing over here and have you considered this other thing over here in you know i. I'm oh my lawn it

saturday at ten in it works. Why don't you try that. And she said what's wrong with it. And i was very



young to credit. I was very young. i was in my twenties. I thought what's wrong bad. They're trying to

hell. What is wrong with this. And she said no. They're not trying to help. They're saying look at me. I'm

doing it right and you're doing it wrong. What's wrong with you and that's not empathetic. Empathy is all

man. This must be heartbreaking. what can i do. What can i do kinda like you. Said how can i say where

with you in this present. I mean they have the best intentions like this evil personnages. Judging people

it's it's a natural thing that sorta say. I want to help you so let's fix it. This is what. I do to fix my lawn.

Why don't you do that right but have take that pause. Breathe into it and be like no. I'm actually just

going to sit with them in what they're experiencing and i'm sure they'll figure it out and that that's the

thing that's empathy had so like you said it's so simple but it's so hard to do because i natural inclination

is dumping fixed and real empathy actually doesn't do that at all.

00:20:08 - 00:25:27

Real empathy loves and guides in a way that allows to fix awesome are the next principal. You put is

communication. And how did you use communication fatally. So here's the thing with communication. I

can tell you how many times people have said. I never got that. And you're like i texted it. I've passed out

fliers. I did it in a binder. I did it in email. it's on the facebook page. Why didn't you get rich like you did all

the things they still ain't get it but people are busy and the last thing they're looking for every week is

like has project sent me that very important communication yet. It's not even on there for them is not on

their right. So communication has to be done again and again in every way possible and you really have

to look at your people your organization your population think okay. What is most effective for them. Do

i have a young award. Were texting really would be the best thing on earth n even if that's true case of

texting is my number one but then they're still gonna need. Emails are still going to need fires. They're

still going to need. Because that's not true for everyone right and communication. I think is the number

one thing. 'cause i every time i've ever ever seen someone's feelings Whether it was from a calling that

they were called to to made even know about what happened to me. pictures literally sustained. Were

they present heller. And i don't even remember what it was my thought i stood up about who i can. But

it's always communication right when people are it's a responsibility. They didn't know about it because

they were released. And they didn't know until they'd already called the new people and then they're

just catching up to you. It's always communication. And that's what people i said. Communication is

consideration and has become one of my mottos. When you're considerate a people you communicate

with them as quickly as you can and as effectively as you can download thing. I coach people. When i

coach people i tell them this. Don't make it weird. Because they come to me with really offered

situations i quarter. I do approach. don't make it. Were just say the truth with kindness love to say it the

longer you wait to communicate the weirder it gets for everybody so don't make it weird. Just say how it

is headed out as many forms as you can as quickly as you can in its lovingly as you can and would you call

it. Communication is consideration is how he said. Yeah that's awesome. That's awesome in just talking

to somebody about this today. She's a primary president. And she. And i get this this email or this

message. A lot where these organizational leaders there on award council. They're trying to staff their

organization especially primary president. That's a lot of staffing. And you know they they turn names

into the bishop breaking like goes into this black box or the black hole in your dislike every time the

bishopric stands up to announce the the sustaining lean in. Like is this the week they finally all my

person. right there's just a lack of communication and some people get really frustrated like been four or



five six weeks and this name in like. I'm tired of pestering them like what's happening. In communication

of that communication is consideration in the way to do that. Is you need a fantastic system. Right you

can text and people you can snail mail. You can email more ever. But if they don't know there hasn't

been an expectation put in place as far as this is how we communicate in the relief society. If you ever

have a question check your email because we send out a weekly email or whatever it is right. And in that

way establishing that expectation and having a system in place you. It'll become a very considerate

leader. So if you're a bishopric in people are being confused by casement this name. What's next like

maybe there's a system could put in place every three days every one week every whatever you notified

people what were the calling or whatever it is right. So is that system. But i love that in. The context of

this is being considerate. And that's how you show love. We we use that term Just love your people.

Hello great way to do that is to be the district. Communicate be considered that. Yes and you know it's

interesting you said you have to set up a system. I agree one hundred percent. You have to set up a

system and then you have to live by that system. You say everything is going to be emailed. I'm gonna do

it once a week. You have to commit to that because if you don't now you've lost their trust again now

they don't trust you again so it's not the first time you don't communicate strike one now you say i'm

going to communicate but you don't strike to write me but only have so much kind to give busy. Lives on

a lot going on. So they may not he view consideration back at. You're not giving it to them. Just because

they might not have that in them at the time to do it and you know of course you always have those very

sweet people in the world. Who are like icu. It's hard it's okay. You got this. But most people are just

trying to live life and get communicated with so i love like you said you need to set up the system but

then you have to stick to that system so that there can be that trust in that consistency and you will find

if you right from the stimuli ghana but he really cares or listen chaos ping right away as soon as you

break from it because they really do even if they don't show you they do are the third principle you put

paint division.

00:25:27 - 00:30:00

Did you paint division as early society. President vision is probably. I mean i'm a motivational speaker.

Mindset coat right like paint. Vision is my favorite place to live. I'm all about that. Finding bat inspiring

quote the build a whole lesson from or the year theme for your organization and really digging into van

and loving it and creating mean painting. The vision is what gives us hope. When you talk about your

hard moments your dark moments your frustrating moments. The thing that usually pulls you out of it is

that vision of what can be of what could be rank and so when you division when you're painting hope

when you're sharing principles of the gospel beautiful quotes in. There are so many out there when

you're doing that for those in your organization than you're giving little sparks of hope that when they're

in the those moments they info from and they're going to want to be there wants to come because i

wanna they wanna keep building their little sparks into bonfire. They want to be there. And i love

painting. Division of the gospel. Because it's already been done. We just get to pick up the paintings and

show them off really. We're not creating the vision from scratch. It's already there for us. And we just get

to kneel and humble earns as lord. What vision do you want painted for these sisters. What vision do you

want pena for this war. What do you want. Heated for the sacramento. Talk and he will send it because

he very much knows that painting vision. That's what he does. that's why we have the scriptures. Do you

remember any About like divisions that the two painted in for relief society or a Establish them how did



you keep them. Top of mind for people as you were going through the relief site president motions run

of the things that we did. I wish it had it next me. But it's upstairs. Can they keep it right by my bed

because it helps me remember the vision right but one of the things that we did is we started to explore

the whole analogy the seed right surprise but we started to explore the analogy of a seed in how it grows

and how it can turn into something big and beautiful in it really kind of stuck with the sisters and struck a

chord and from there we kind of thought. What could we do for the sisters that would help them. Hold

the vision. Right help them. I'm all about inner work and really understanding what's happening in our

mind in aligning about the lord cool quotes on that but and we won't do that right now so anyway. We

created this book and every book had a theme for the month and it had a conference talk that went with

it and then exercise. They did with it and we brought into our monthly lessons. We brought it into our

monthly activities that we did and they had this spiral bound book and it was starting january issued and

by the end of it you know. They ended with their testimony and it was a tree and so kind of followed this

progression of growth through it and it was interesting because it was a lot of work like crying on the

ground. What am i doing. This was a stupid idea. Words so much work by things lined up. We gave it to

him as a christmas present. And it's interesting to this day is seven years ago. I were randomly get emails

and ask ladies. Hey can i get a copy of that. We call it the journey project. The journey journal. You can

get a copy of that kind of kinda wanna review that kinda wanna go on the journey again so it was pretty

cool because while it was a labor of intense love it also painted vision. It mattered are so. I gotta dig into

the details of this journey. Would you call the journey journal and so break it down like what those of

physical journal that you took in. Maybe the visual is on the front or like how. How does it all work. Yeah

so it was. The journey product man should have brought it down here but is the journey around we. Can

we can pause but other grab it real quick ovarian back right through the magic of podcasting. She has

quickly run up and got the journal and it is magically in her hands now so they may have the name of

wind running up your turn kim. So for the podcasts. On you can't see it. This is a spiral bound notebook.

That has a journey project. Twenty fifteen on the front and it was subtitled. Say on that so this was the

bishop seen. it was on the path. stay on the path. Let's go now as his like. Wanna do for the year do

when you gave it to. Them is completely empty notebook or so age.

00:30:00 - 00:35:01

Ma had quote a had a theme because it was the path right. Staying at studying scriptures speech on the

right path was me in april was conference in how they were different conference prompts of how to take

notes during conference because that was some of the things we learned in getting to know the sisters.

Is that a lot of things. Seem like of course. We know how to take notes during conference. Why people

don't they don't know what to look for or what. Maybe they could ask you get on your knees and ask

some questions and seek them during conference. A lot of people don't actually know that because they

haven't been taught it or all the different places in the gospel come in. So it was a lot of the essentials

the first month is all on fresh views in mindset and how we understand lords view of us and satan's view

of us and how it works through that i mean so every month had different themes and different trump's

and questions we could ask ourselves and we would use them in our lessons and in the last month. It

said sisters in parentheses. So shall we not on in so great at 'cause go or not backward curved sisters and

onto the victory which is one of my all time favorite scriptures these dnc one twenty eight twenty two

but like. That was what we wanted them to do to understand. Life is a journey and it's beautiful and they



could find beauty in the journey. So i love this on many different levels is i mean is it required that And

get these journals bound and designed and whatnot. And i hope you provide some awesome screenshot

screenshots or whatnot as of the audience may be exactly what How this is put together but like having

something. Physical sort of unites has a natural tendency to night group. Something they can touch and

feel and take with them and put it on their nightstand. And right in right and it's not like there's the it's

not like this was a some hard curriculum that each sister had to go through. Just like here's a place to

engage with. God and i love this concept of one of my mantras. Is that never mistaken. Ability problem

for motivation. Problem like is not the most people are unmotivated to take notes during conference or

or seek a deeper deeper spiritual experience a lot of times. They just don't know how and so you gave

them a tool that would help stimulate that ability to to know what to do during that the net context right

and so i love it again. Not that every every really President us run out make journals but this worked for

you. And i assume you feel like you've got a pretty good response from it. We dead we did. And we got

some not awesome responses from it because people have to be ready and when you're really pushing

them and we were pushing for authenticity hard. believe let's be real. Let's talk let's engage. This

particular award was amazing but had gotten really used to wearing a mask in presenting the perfect les

churchgoer and so we were pushing hard for. Let's be real. We can't help you unless you're real to. If they

win talk and then we'd find out. They were devastated in their life in some areas. And so we were really

pushing for that and then we're pushing like you said bristles and one of the things. I'm big on bent

planner as a company. It's an event company and one of the things. I'm really big is like you said the five

senses. How can i help the sisters taste. The gospel hear the gospel smell docile. See feel it. How can i

help them do that. And by providing different experiences. That were marion With that then we allowed

them to open up their selves. A little more to what could be the possibilities. Consider the possibility. I

wanna make sure. I got one more question for you but I didn't do a good enough job. Sort of laying the

foundation of who you are and what you do not so you. You're a life coach a speaker at maybe give us

whole you do. And if people want to follow you where where would they find. You may name. is brigitte.

heller. And i run. A company called the strong incapable incapable. That story alone is very intense. How

came to that name and what it is but there's long capable. I believe that the world needs people who

believe they are incapable. Who know what who. They are where they're going how to get there. And

the storming is all about finding that person and loving person and i do it through the podcast. The

strong incapable. I have a membership community called the weight because isaiah fifty to wake up.

Arise shake off the dust right. We want people who are not letting the world influence them but are

living a wage and so that's the community and of course on instagram. You can find me at jet the r. g. e. t.

t. that heller h. e. l. l. Listen love people Check out there. Last question i have for you. Bridget is as you

think. Back in your time serving as relief society president being that leader. How has being a leader

helped to become a better follower of jesus. Christ ronald took question.

00:35:01 - 00:38:02

That's a great crash. Actually because i think when you're leader when you wanna be a good leader

which we all do but when you really step into what is that look like. What does that feel like. What does

it sound like right. You're letting go as we talked about earlier and that's hard for me to do and so as far

as following christ. When i became a leader it was so much it was so much. There was a young lady.

Young family big ward just lost my sister. As i mentioned there were so much on my plate that i had to let



go and when you let go on follow christ fully you feel him in your life in a whole different way and so

being a leader in the church has taught me to let go of so many things like over the control that i think a

half let go of trying to control other people and allow them to be leaders. Empower them to lead and

through being leader in the church. I'm understood that when other people up when allow them to

shine that everyone shines and might purpose. Wow is accomplished too. So i think being a leader of the

church is taught me a lot about leadership and my relationship with christ. It's better because i know one

hundred percent. I need him and that concludes this how i lead interview. Hope you enjoyed it. And i

would ask you. Could you take a minute and drop this link in an email on social media in taxed wherever

it makes most sense and share with somebody who could relate to this experience and this is how we

develop as leaders just hearing what the other guys doing trying some things out testing adjusting for

your area. And that's where great leaderships discovered right so we would love to. Have you share this

with somebody in this calling or a related calling and that would be great and also if you know somebody

any type of leader who would be fantastic guests on the how i lead segment reach out to go to leading

safe dot org slash contact. Maybe send this individual nemo letting them know that you're going to be

suggesting their name for this interview will reach out to them and see we line them up. So again go to

leading saints dot org slash contact and there you can smell the information and let us know and maybe

they will be on a feature how i lead segment on the leading saints. Podcast and remember text. The

word lead to four seven four seven four seven in order to access the three free sessions of the lgbt saints

library came as a result of the position of leadership which was imposed upon us by the god of heaven

who brought forth a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ and when the declaration was made

concerning the and only true and living church upon the face of the earth we were immediately put in a

position of loneliness the loneliness of leadership from which we cannot shrink nor run away and which

we must face up with boldness and courage and ability.


